Name:

Date:

Adjectives: Describing People
& Stories

A. Circle the adjectives used here:
I’m happy!
I ate all the food.

I’m hungry
and angry.

B. Highlight the words with positive connotation in yellow.
poor
brave

rich
hungry

worried
clever

excited
hot

frightened
cold

tired

thirsty

angry

hard-working

C. Fill in the blanks with the correct adjectives from the green box above.
1.The man is _______________________. He has a lot of money.
2.He is _______________________. He can do difﬁcult maths.
3.I am _______________________. May I have a hamburger?
4.My brother is _______________________. He wants to have some water.
5.She is _______________________ to go into the ghost house. It is scary.
6.I am _______________________. I want to go to bed.
7.She is sick. Her mum is _______________________.
8.I am _______________________. May I have a coat?
9.Firemen are _______________________.
10. The teacher is _______________________. He works for ten hours every day.
11. The beggar is _______________________. He does not have any money.
12. I am ___________________ to go on the roller-coaster! It makes me happy.
13. Amy failed her test. Her father was _______________________.
14. It is _______________________ today! Let's go swimming.
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Name:

Date:

Read and Write
hungry
medicine

thirsty
hot
fan
hot dog

cold
water

poor
money

sick
jacket

tired
seat

Each word can be used once only

Part D1. Finish the sentences using the words given above.
1. I am ___________________________________________________________________.
I need (a / some) ________________________________________________________.
2. I am ____________________________________________________________________.
I need (a / some) _______________________________________________________.
3. I am ____________________________________________________________________.
_________________________________________________________________________.
4. I am ____________________________________________________________________.
________________________________________________________________________.

Part D2. Compose meaningful sentences using the words given above.
5 .________________________________________________________________________.
________________________________________________________________________.
6 .________________________________________________________________________.
________________________________________________________________________.
7 .________________________________________________________________________.
________________________________________________________________________.

Part D3. Name the following objects:
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Date:

Look and read the speech bubbles below. Circle the adjectives

I don’t like boring
stories.

I like funny stories.

Part E. Look at the books. What do you think they are about?

Pirate Hawk
By F. White

Haunted
House

By R. Duncan

The Life
of Ted

By H. Grant

A Poor
Baby

Two Stupid
Thieves

By John Ang

By T. Hall

Snow White

By P. Cooper

Part F. Read the choices. Complete the sentences below.
boring
1.

2.

3.

4.

exciting

scary

sad

interesting

funny

‘Pirate Hawk’ is ________________.
F. White wrote the book.
I like the story because it makes me feel excited.
‘____________________’ is ____________________.
____________________wrote the book.
I don't like the story because it makes me scream.
‘____________________’ is ____________________.
____________________wrote the book.
I don't like the story because it makes me
_________________.
‘____________________’ is ____________________.
____________________wrote the book.

5.

I like the story because it makes me _________________.
‘____________________’ is ____________________.
____________________ wrote the book.

6.

I like the story because it makes me __________________.
‘____________________’ is ____________________.
____________________ wrote the book.
I like the story because it makes me feel happy.
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Adjectives: Describing tastes
Lemons are sour.

Sweets are sweet.

Part G. Fill in the blanks with
sweet

sour

1. Potato chips are

salty

spicy

2. Chocolate is

3. Vinegar is

___________________.

___________________.

4. Beef curry is

5. Salted eggs are

___________________.

___________________.

7. Ice cream is

8. Cakes are

___________________.

____________________.

___________________.
6. Pepper is
___________________.
.

Part H. Read and draw lines to match.
Joyce:Max, what do you like to eat?
Max:I like salty food. How about you?
Joyce:I don’t like salty food. I like sweet food.
Ruby:I like spicy food! It makes me feel hot.

Part I: Draw yor favorite
food. Describe the taste.

Candy:I can’t eat spicy food. I like sour food.
1. Joyce

2. Max

3. Ruby

4. Candy
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●

●

●

●

●
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Name:

Date:

Part I. Write the questions and answers.
1.What (do / does) sausages taste like?
(They / It) (taste / tastes) (sweet / sour / salty / spicy).
2.What _____________ prawns with chilli _____________ like?
____________________________________________________________
3.What ______________ chicken in soy sauce _____________ like?
____________________________________________________________
4.What _____________ curry beef balls ____________ like?
____________________________________________________________
5.What __________________ honey ____________ like?
____________________________________________________________
Part J. Form the questions and answer them.
6. ________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
7. ________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
8. ________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Part K. Describe a kind of food you hate most and
explain the reasons.

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
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Draw here

